
LAND ART MASTERPLAN STRATEGIES
Echoing the undulating profile of the river of Rhine and Neckar, four bold 
and multi-layered  design strategy has been developed to guide the 
implementation that will serve as the organinizing element  of the park.

Legend 
Flower Bud/ Blossom  
The Leaf Module  
Breezeway Corridor Dual Module  
Gateway Corridor Dual Module  
Triple Petal Module  
Four Petal Module  
Central Storage/ Battery Area with
Green Hydrogen Plant Module  
Arrival Node  
Vitality loop  
Urban Farm Corridor  
Swale/ Retention Pond
Grand Central Multi-Purpose Lawn
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1. Amplify the vision of the current masterplan
Create a stronger connection of design elements and open spaces from the Feld Park 
at south to Citizen Park at northeast framed by art installations, urban agriculture and 
terrain characterized by sand dunes and dry grassland at both sides. Celebrate the 
natural heritage and freshwater system of the existing condition to influence orientation .

2. Arrival and Landmark
Capture areas of greatest visibility from the main road and integrate sculptural 
gateway with renewable energy installation to create a sense of arrival and transition 
from surrounding. Landmarks that are iconic and visually appealing that will bring 
many opportunities to the district, attract residents, businesses and visitors .

3. Connected Family of Sculptural Elements
Sculp  a  memorable and grand park profile using creative, modular and scalable family of 
renewable energy installation tied together through a comprehensive open space network. 
The vitality loop   paved with starpath glow and serviced by smart unmanned mini-bus will 
unify all these elements inside the park. 

4. Diversity and Nodes
Organize a hierarchy of flowing public realm with diversified layout of permanent 
and rotating art installation that stimulate interest and provide multiple offerings 
fitting to public’s constantly evolving and dynamic appeal.  It will employ a unified 
design and character of art prototypes thereby creating a cohesive design language.

The grand scale of the green energy art system demands multi-
layered design solutions that address themes of ecology, cultural 

sensitivity, sustainability and innovation.
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